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              Highest Quality Sauna - More professional than even the wooden saunas - 100% Far Infrared Light
1.  The Relax Sauna is the only Professional Model Portable Sauna.  Our customers want the highest quality FIR Saunas.
2.  The Sister product (Sky Eye Radiator) uses 1 of the Relax Sauna FIR radiators, and is listed with FDA as medical device.
3.  You will not find a more pure source of Far Infrared Light.  The semi-conductor chip only allows 4-14 microns FIR Energy.
4.  The Relax Sauna is 5-10 times more powerful than the less expensive primitive saunas made in china, and in 1/2 the time.

              Portability - easy to set up - easy to travel - comes with own chair - fits in carrying bag or even a suitcase
5.  They love the portability of the Relax Sauna, and  it only takes 4 minutes to set up, and 2 minutes to tear down.
6.  They have space for it in their home or office.  The footprint is only a 2 feet, 8 inches square, and  less than 4 feet tall.
7.  Completely Portable with its own carrying case. Weighs just 18 lbs. The tent Folds easily, AND compactly.
8.  Easy to take care of and clean .  Turn the Sauna on after use, for 5 minutes, and it kills all bacteria.  Costs 12 cents an hour.

          You have the Choice to Not have your head in the Sauna, or if you like you can put your head in the sauna.
8.  They love the fact that you have the option to keep your head out of the sauna so you can breathe, and not get a hot head.
9.  For those who want to put their head inside, it is very easy to simply duck your head, and be totally inside the sauna.

    The reflecting silver tent - acts ike a mirror so every part of your body is within 1 foot of an FIR Energy Source
10.  Every part of your body is in front of a source of Far Infrared Light Energy, as the reflecting tent is richocheting the light.
11.  If you sit in a 2-person wooden sauna by yourself, in order to absorb Far Infrared Light, you must sit in front of the panels.

    Scientific Documentation & Research. The Relax Sauna company has validation of quality & effectiveness.
13.  The RELAX SAUNA is MADE IN TAIWAN, known for making Quality Merchandise.  They’ve been In business for over 35 yrs.
14.  The RELAX Sauna radiators only generate a FIR very warm healing light.  The skin does NOT get hot.
15.  We say that the Relax Sauna is Medical Device Quality at an affordable Price. $1295 sugg retail / Internet special:  $1120.
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The Relax Sauna is special

&  unique because you can

get amazing results with

 your clothes on in 5 min.

2 radiators -1500 watts generate
95-99%- FIR light 4-14 microns
with 40 semi-conductor chips

Taking Advantage  of the Moment !
Propelling yourself into Greatness !

Momentum98.comMomentum98.comMomentum98.comMomentum98.comMomentum98.com

Relax FIR 1000 watt

Lie Down Sauna

Sky Eye
800 Watt
Radiator

Why is the Relax Sauna unique ?Why is the Relax Sauna unique ?Why is the Relax Sauna unique ?Why is the Relax Sauna unique ?Why is the Relax Sauna unique ?

Experiencing the Relax Sauna -  is the most powerful

elixir one can have to make a decision to purchase an incredible

tool that cleanses and purifies the body and mind to help you

become more free.  Over 500 testimonies on youtube.

https://momentum98.com/sauna_testimonials.html


